Based on a previous successful search for untriggered solar micro ares we have conducted a search for untriggered cosmic gammaray bursts(GRBs). The large number of untriggered hard x-ray solar ares suggests that there might exist a class of GRBs with temporal and spectral properties similar to that of hard x-ray solar ares, possibly with similar physics as well. We have scanned a subset of BATSE's continuous 1 second data from four channels independently. This search can identify GRBs with characteristic rise times longer than 1 second, while the electronic identi cation system only triggers on rise times of 64-1024 ms. We can also search for softer events, not necessarily SGRs, by including the lowest energy channel. A search of continuous unbiased data can lower the search sensitivity to a minimum determined by the intrinsic and orbit-modulated background. We present the results of our progress.
INTRODUCTION
A search for solar ares in the BATSE one second data (1) yields a power law frequency distribution (Fig.1 ). This distribution extends that obtained from the ares that electronically triggered BATSE to include ares an order of magnitude smaller in size (Fig.2) , demonstrating that BATSE has di culty triggering on events with characteristics similar to those of solar ares, i.e. softer spectra and rise times slower than 1024 ms. This suggests that there may exist a population of micro cosmic gamma-ray bursts with softer energies and slower rise times that fail to trigger the BATSE instrument. We have used the experience and techniques of the solar micro are search as a guide in the search for micro GRBs. Here, we outline the techniques of the solar search, how they are modi ed to search for GRBs, and present our preliminary results. The rst task in the search is to locate the events in time. For short periods of time( < 30s) we assume a linear background count rate in all energy channels and subtract it. A burst reveals itself as a large negative spike in the 2nd derivative with neighboring positive spikes (Fig. 3) . However, the discrete second derivative (or second di erence) ampli es noise so we must smooth the second di erence to reduce this e ect, increasing the signal to noise ratio. This is done in two steps. First, we average the second di erence S i over an interval of 2M + 1 centered on the time interval i. The di erent values of M represent di erent integration times, i.e. large M corresponds to smoother, longer events and smaller M corresponds to shorter, more variable events. Second, we further improve the signal-to-noise ratio by averaging these smoothed values with their Z nearest neighbors. The signal-to-noise ratio is greatest for Z = 4, higher values of Z only add to the computational complexity (2) . This study uses Z = 4 and M values of 4; 8; 16, and 32. Once a possible candidate is found, its signi cance is compared to prede ned limits based on a probability of 2:7 10 ?1 that the detection is random.
The second task in the search is locating events in space. This was accomplished in the solar study by testing the count distribution in the four most solar facing detector against a hypothesized burst from the sun using the mean count ratio, R. (1)
The R j s are the ratio of the counts in detector j to the counts in the most solar facing detector. A mean ratio of one implies a solar event. Figure 4 shows the distribution of mean ratios for the solar study (1) . The peak around unity corresponds to solar events and the nite peak width is a result of the nite angular resolution of BATSE. Following similar logic we wish to test the location of a -ray burst against a hypothetical location. However, because -ray bursts are largely isotropic, there is no preferred origin for -ray bursts; or conversely no point in the sky is better than any other in terms of choosing a test source location. So, we chose the zenith as our test source location to suppress terrestrial events. We avoided the sun by considering only events where the sun was > 40 degrees from the zenith. Figure 5 shows the mean ratio distribution for the cosmic burst search. The mean ratios around unity correspond to events near the zenith but there is no peak in the distribution as the zenith is no more likely a source than any other point.
TRIGGER SELECTION
Our preliminary search covered 21 days of data. We searched the four most zenith facing detectors using the four energy channels(25 ?50; 50?100; 100? 300 and > 300 keV). The background was tted locally in time where it can be treated as linear then subtracted. Two signi cance criteria were used to select events. Events with a signal of more than 3:7 above average in one detector/energy channel or more than 3:3 above average in any two detector/energy channels were accepted. Events in a region centered around the zenith were selected by choosing those with mean ratios from 0:7 to 1:41. This selection range is the same as the solar study. Certain events such as particle events and instrument uctuations can mimic acceptable mean ratios, even though their distribution of counts in four detectors reveals their true nature. This required that another parameter be used to eliminate these type of events. A chi-square was calculated for the mean ratio using the measured counts verses the expected counts. By considering events with good chisquares (< 5 for 3 degrees of freedom), we are able to e ectively remove detections of \spurious" events.
CONCLUSIONS
Biesecker's routine to search BATSE data for solar micro are triggers provides an automated algorithm with which we can search for triggers of GRBs. This routine allows us to search for bursts with rise times too slow or energies too soft to trigger the BATSE instrument. We eliminate terrestrial, solar, and spurious events, such as cosmic rays, and instrumental contributions, by limiting the eld of view of the detectors, and by implementing stringent criteria for multi-detector detections. Information on the location of bursts is provided by the mean count ratios. We are enhancing the criteria for burst selection by including occultation edge detection and better accounting for Cyg X-1 uctuations.
Our preliminary search detected all expected events (e.g. 3 2B catalog events) as well as 2 new GRB candidates. These results remind us that there are biases in triggering which can signi cantly change parameters for global GRB characteristics and provide us with motivation to continue implementation of the search routine on the robust BATSE data set.
